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Figure 1: A) Overview map of the Brawley Seismic Zone and the region of the North Brawley Geothermal Field. B) Viewing 
geometries of available UAVSAR and Sentinel-1 tracks in the North Brawley area. C) Leveling benchmarks surveyed annually at 
the NBGF. The black trace is the surface rupture of a M4.7 normal-faulting earthquake in the Brawley Swarm of August 2012. 

At many geothermal fields, the injec\on and produc\on of geothermal fluids have been associated with induced 
seismicity, but the mechanisms of seismicity genera\on are not well understood. In par\cular, the role of aseismic slip in 
moment release at geothermal areas is not well known. In the Salton Trough of Southern California, the North Brawley 
Geothermal Field (NBGF) has a \me-dependent deforma\on history and the poten\al for aseismic slip episodes. The NBGF 
was the loca\on of an earthquake swarm in August 2012 that included two M>5 earthquakes and mul\ple smaller events. In 
this project, we seek to be"er understand the seismic and aseismic slip processes at North Brawley through geode\c and 
geophysical data analysis.

To achieve this goal, we assemble a long deforma\on \me series using mul\ple ground-based and space-based geode\c 
techniques. We include annual leveling surveys, three tracks from interferometric synthe\c aperture radar (InSAR) satellites, 
two tracks from NASA’s UAVSAR instrument, and GNSS \me series. The combined geode\c deforma\on history allows us to 
invert for \me-dependent aseismic slip throughout the past decade. 

Each of the geodetic datasets was processed to derive displacements (Table 1), although the specific processing 
techniques varied slightly between datasets. Then, the 2009-2019 window was divided into 5 major time intervals, termed T1 
through T5, that were used for slip inversions. Most inversions were linear least squares inversions with Laplacian smoothing
with a normal fault plane based on Wei et al. (2015)’s study of the 2012 Brawley earthquake swarm. For T3, a left-lateral 
strike-slip plane from Wei et al. (2015) was also included. 

Because different datasets were collected at different intervals, with gaps and mis-alignments, we devised a new multi-
temporal inversion framework to perform inversions on time period T4.  This framework is based on the Small Baseline Subset 
(SBAS) inversion in InSAR time series processing. An example scenario is shown below. 

Figure 2: The temporal structure of the geodetic dataset and time 
periods T1 through T5 used for slip inversions. 
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Dataset Processing Method Time Interval Used

Leveling Displacements Annual surveys, 2009-2019

UAVSAR T26509 SBAS by K. Materna Periodic flights, 2009-2017

UAVSAR T08508 Individual Intfs Periodic flights, 2009-2013

Sentinel-1 SBAS by J. Jiang TS, 2015-2019

TerraSAR-X SBAS by TRE, c/o M. Eneva Velocity, 2012-2013

GNSS Time Series from NOTA/GAGE TS, 2009-2019

Table 1: Processing methods for each geodetic dataset. 

𝑑 = 𝐺 ∗ 𝑚

Multi-Temporal Inversion (for T4) 

Our preliminary results show that slip on a normal fault near the 
NBGF can model the geode\c data in T1, T2, and T3. In T1 and 
T2, we reproduce Wei et al. (2015)’s findings that aseismic slip 
occurred south of the M4.7 event prior to the 2012 Brawley 
swarm.  

Figure 6: Wei et al. (2015) strong-mo\on inversion for 
normal slip during the M4.7 event of the Brawley 
swarm in August 2012. The aseismic slip feature 
inferred in 2009-2011 is complementary with the 
coseismic slip distribu\on. We model a poten\ally even 
larger aseismic slip patch to the south in T3. 

Figure 7: Inversion temporal structure with publicly 
available monthly injection and production data for the 
NBGF. The slip in the T4C inversion epoch occurs during a 
time when there are the largest differences between 
injected and produced geothermal fluids. 
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1. Normal fault slip fits the 2009-2012 data

We find that significantly more normal-faul\ng moment is 
required in T3 than the coseismic swarm itself, sugges\ng a large 
aseismic slip component. This transient is also modeled south of 
the eventual coseismic M4.7 rupture. 

2. T3 data require deep aseismic slip feature

We find lower slip and lower microseismicity during T4; the 
deforma\on is also more concentrated in space and \me. The 
fastest deforma\on rates happen during T4-C, a short window in 
mid-2014 when injec\on parameters changed. Our future work 
will be to more fully model and compare the recent geode\c 
deforma\on (e.g., T4 and T5) with other geophysical datasets 
such as microseismicity and injec\on/produc\on parameters. 

3. 2012-2018 has small/concentrated deformation
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